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ABSTRACT 

Inkjet-Printed Ultra Wide Band Fractal Antennas 

Armando Rodriguez Maza 

 In this work, Paper-based inkjet-printed Ultra-wide band (UWB) fractal antennas 

are presented. Three new designs, a combined UWB fractal monopole based on the 

fourth order Koch Snowflake fractal which utilizes a Sierpinski Gasket fractal for ink 

reduction, a Cantor-based fractal antenna which performs a larger bandwidth compared to 

previously published UWB Cantor fractal monopole antenna, and a 3D loop fractal 

antenna which attains miniaturization, impedance matching and multiband 

characteristics. It is shown that fractals prove to be a successful method of reducing 

fabrication cost in inkjet printed antennas while retaining or enhancing printed antenna 

performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Modern wireless communication technologies require an increased amount of 

information transfer for multiple application services such as data, voice and video.  

This derives in an augmented demand of high data rates and larger bandwidths that 

can only be achieved with an efficient use of the electromagnetic spectrum.  

Allocating bands for each service, especially in the Ultra-Wideband (UWB) range, is 

a challenging task and relies mostly in an adequate antenna design. These antennas 

should also meet the desired performance requirements which usually include high 

gain, rejection to other frequencies to avoid interferences and high radiation 

efficiency. Furthermore, these antennas should have a low-cost fabrication, 

minimum space usage, flexible properties and easy implementation. One way to 

achieve such requirements is by introducing fractal designs to the antennas and by 

using organic substrates (e.g. paper) through an inkjet printing process. 

Fractal designs have shown to be an adequate approach to effectively achieve a 

broadband system using a single radiator [1]. Its self-similar and self-affinity 

structures provide multiple resonances, while miniaturization can be achieved by 

the space-filling characteristics of fractal geometries [2]. In most of the cases, fractal 

antennas are electrically large as compared to its physical space. This property 

enables the design of more compact antennas that have favorable radiation 

characteristics in terms of directivity, gain and radiation pattern [3]. By using 
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different fractal geometries, the antennas can be designed to work as a multiband or 

an ultra-wideband antenna.  

A technique that reduces the cost of the fabrication process is inkjet-printing in 

organic substrates. This provides the benefit of using a disposable, low-cost and 

environmental friendly substrate which is cheaper than most of the substrates used 

to date, namely FR4 and silicon. The characterization of organic substrates and 

alternative conductive inks has become a promising field of research [4].  By using 

an organic substrate such as paper, flexibility of the devices is also achievable [5]. 

 

1.1 Objectives 

This thesis offers an efficient and simple approach to design fractal geometries and 

their employment as antenna designs for wireless communications. Various fractal 

geometries are presented, described and analyzed. Fractal geometries are complex 

to implement in modern Computer-aided Design tools (CAD), so in this work an 

easy mechanism is introduced to design fractal models into a simulation 

environment. The fabrication of the antennas is based on a low-cost paper-based 

substrate. Radiation characteristics such as gain, directivity, return loss and 

radiation patterns are tested and compared. The main areas of focus include: 

 Building of a script code that enables an easy design of fractal geometries. 

 Study individual fractal geometries as well as combination of these 

geometries for enhanced performance, miniaturization and cost reduction. 
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 Design new inkjet-printed UWB antennas based on fractal geometries. 

 Investigate dual mode (antenna and sensor) performance from 3D inkjet-

printed fractal geometry for sensor applications. 

 

1.2 Challenges  

Designing fractal geometries for high order iterations is a tough task with the actual 

commercial finite element method solvers such as Ansoft HFSS [6] . These software 

programs have included a native model design kit that allows the creation of basic 

geometric structures, for instance: lines, polylines, circles and some 3D models as 

cones, spheres, polyhedrons, and spirals. Even though these programs provide a 

wide range of tools for designing structures they are still limited in terms of 

designing fractal geometries. Furthermore, designing 3D fractal antennas in a 

simple manner has its own set of challenges. 

One difficulty in the fabrication process is that inkjet-printing of conductive inks is 

still limited with the minimum realizable printed feature size for the designs. For 

fractal geometries this is a crucial parameter because with each iteration its size is 

reduced by several orders of magnitude. The antenna designs have to be conducted 

considering the limitations in the fabrication stage. 

Another issue to overcome is to get an accurate characterization of the paper-based 

substrate. As mentioned before, since inkjet-printing is a relatively new area on 

organic substrates, the overall performance of the antenna depends on an effective 
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selection of both, the conductive ink, and the paper-based substrate electrical 

properties. For this assignment, some previous studies on inkjet-printing will be 

considered and applied to the proposed antenna designs. 

Characterizing the devices arises many challenges. Some of the designs imply an 

alignment between two inkjet-printed layers, which at the moment has to be done 

manually. The devices are highly sensitive to small changes in the design, so this 

alignment has to be done as accurate as possible. 

1.3 Contributions  

Specifically, the contributions of this work are: 

 The design of an UWB antenna that combines two fractal structures to 

enhance the performance of the antenna and reduce the cost on the 

fabrication process. 

 Design of an antenna based on recursions of a Cantor Fractal shape, which 

attains miniaturization and increases the bandwidth of the antenna. 

 Build a 3D Fractal Loop antenna on a paper-based substrate to attain 

multiband frequencies and two operating modes. The proposed loop antenna 

performs also as a compression sensor device.  
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1.4 Thesis Organization 

• Chapter 2 of the thesis gives a review on fractals geometries and their application 

in antenna design. This chapter also includes a technical overview of the inkjet 

printing process.  

• Chapter 3 provides description of a script code used to generate complex fractal 

structures for planar and 3D antenna designs. It also presents two UWB planar 

fractal antennas designs. The radiation characteristics for simulation and 

measurements are studied and compared. 

• Chapter 4 includes the design, simulation and measurements of a novel 3D 

antenna sensor device based on an inkjet-printed fractal loop design. 

• Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and suggests future work in fractal antenna designs 

for modern wireless communication technologies. 
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2.  REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This chapter gives an overview of fractal geometries and its characteristics. A brief 

discussion of the Iterative Recursion Systems (IRS) used to generate fractals is 

presented. It also discusses some of the most common fractal properties and its 

benefits over regular geometrical shapes for antenna designs. And finally, it gives a 

description of the inkjet printing process for paper-based substrates. 

 

2.1 Fractal Structures 

The most influential and active study of the basic regular geometric figures such as 

circle, square and triangle, was carried out by Greek mathematician Euclid during 

the years of 323-283 B.C. and his teachings long-served as the principles of all 

modern geometry and sets of axioms. These shapes were also the basis of early 

antenna designs, with prevailing interest in rectangles, triangles, squares, rings, 

ellipses and cones. These types of antennas have regular geometries with simple 

shapes, making them practical and easy to implement and analyze. The basic 

configuration for planar type antennas is a metallic surface etched on to an 

electrically thin dielectric substrate. The radiator should be a high conductive 

material and minimum ohmic loss, at the operating frequency. The selection of each 

shape is according to the antenna’s requirements in terms of polarization, 

bandwidth and gain. The radiation pattern depends on the electric current 

distributions over the metallic surface, so having simple regular symmetric shapes 
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provide and advantage for antenna design and analysis. This is the main reason why 

regular geometries have been extensively used for antenna designs. 

It was in late 1950’s that French mathematician Benoit B. Mandelbrot introduced a 

new and revolutionary geometry scheme, bringing non-smooth and uncommon 

properties to objects. Mandelbrot noticed that most of the forms existing in nature 

have complex shapes that are reproduced and self-similar at different scales. 

Examples of fractals in nature are shown in Figure 1.  

Real Picture Computer-based Models 

 
Mountain  

 
Shell 

 

 
Leafs 

 

Figure 1.  Fractals in Nature. The models were created in CAD by the  

code developed for this work. 
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Mandelbrot also brought together concepts that were previously studied by 

mathematicians Cantor, Peano, Lebesgue, Koch, Bolzano and Sierpinski. These 

concepts included a collection of sets to generate specific types of curves. The term 

‘fractal’ was coined in 1975 by Mandelbrot from the latin word fractus, which means 

“to break into pieces” [7].  

Fractals are described as fragmented irregular structures that can be separated into 

parts which are an approximation of the whole geometry but in a reduced size. In 

other words, fractals are complex structures with shape similarity at different levels 

of magnification. Figure 2 shows an illustration of the fractal structure concept and 

the self-similarity property. This fractal is known as the Koch Curve. In this case, a 

line has been divided into three equal segments and the segment in the middle has 

been replaced by two lines of the same length forming an equilateral triangle. The 

same process is then repeated to every new segment. 

 
Figure 2. Fractal Koch Curve 

 

The mathematical approach of this process is given by an Iterative Recursion 

System (IRS), which is one of the most common methods to describe fractal 

structures. The transformation that determines the scaling and self-similarity of the 

structure is expressed in [8]: 
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x a b x e
W

y c d y f

       
        

       
 

where W  is a compact set of fixed points. The parameters a , b , c , d , e  and f  are 

real numbers that control the rotation and scaling; whereas e  and f  control the 

linear translation. The above equation can be represented by a series of affine linear 

transformations of an initial image A  expressed by the Hutchinson operator as 

discussed in [9]: 

   
1

N

n

n

W A A


  

where n  represents the particular transformation which is applied to each N  

number of segments. A further detailed analysis of each numerical value of the IRS 

to generate the Koch Curve will be conducted in Chapter 3. 
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2.2 Fractals in Antenna Design 

As mentioned before, some of the common shared properties of fractals are: self-

similarity and repetition of patterns at all scales, but fractals also have some other 

interesting properties such as: space-filling, infinite complexity and detail.  

Because of the intrinsic characteristics of fractal shapes, in the late 1980’s people 

started studying and incorporating fractal geometries to the field of antenna design. 

Before fractal antennas, there existed arrays, such as the log-periodic antennas, but 

these were not considered to have self-similarity as their attribute. After the first 

article of fractal antennas was published, by Nathan Cohen in 1988, the benefits of 

fractal structures for antenna design were highlighted and this sparked a lot of 

interest in this new field of antenna design [10]. Three of the main advantages of 

fractals for antenna design are described in the following paragraphs. 

 

Miniaturization 

Size constraint is an important parameter in antenna design, and miniaturizing 

devices has also been a constant requisite for most of modern technologies. 

Antennas are typically the largest part of wireless communications (because they 

are of the order of wavelength) especially at lower frequencies and their 

miniaturization ensures system size reduction. 
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Incorporating fractals to the designs is a good approach to reduce the size of the 

antennas [11]. Figure 3 shows the size reduction concept of the Koch curve fractal 

design. It can be noticed a reduction of 70% of the total horizontal length. 

 

 
Figure 3 The straight line and the Koch Line have exactly the same total Length. 

 

 

Space-Filling Property 

Another advantage of using fractals over conventional antennas is the space-filling 

properties of some special cases of fractal constructions. A space-filling curve is 

defined as a continuous self-intersecting curve which have self-contact but not self-

crossing between their lines. In other words, is similar to having a line tangent to a 

circle: it exist contact at one point but there is no crossing. One interesting fact of 

this type of curve is that the overall space remains within a bounded proportion, but 

its total length increase without bound, as shown in Figure 4. In this figure the 

length of the electrical wire is increased from 10mm to 80mm. While retaining the 

same total area of 11mm², the operating frequency has been reduced from 30GHz to 

3.75GHz. This is a clear advantage for antenna designs when an electrically large 

antenna within a small physical area is required [12]. 
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Iteration 1st Iteration 2nd Iteration 3rd Iteration 4th Iteration 

Hilbert 
Curve 

 
 

 

 

Total Length 10mm 20mm 40mm 80mm 
 

Operation 
frequency  

30 GHz 15GHz 7.5GHz 3.75GHz 

Table 1. Hilbert Curve Progression 

 

Area reduction 

Fractals also provide an approach to reduce the total area of a geometrical shape by 

removing, in an iterative process,   similar scaled parts of the initial shape. This is an 

advantage for antenna designs where reducing the fabrication material cost is 

required. It has also been demonstrated that the effects of subtracting patterns 

increases resonances at different frequencies of the antennas and enhances the 

bandwidth [13]. The Sierpinski Triangle fractal progression is shown in Table 2.  A 

reduction of almost 60% of the total area is achieved with the 3rd iteration. This is a 

technique that can be used in printed antennas to reduce the metallization cost. 

Iteration Generator 1st Iteration 2nd Iteration 3th Iteration 

Sierpinski 
Triangle 

 

 

 
 

Reduction of 
Total area 

0% 25% 43.8% 58% 

Table 2. Sierpinski Triangle Fractal Progression 
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2.3 Ink-jet Printing Process 

Ink-jet printing is an additive fabrication process that uses a jet technique to deposit 

micro-drops of liquid ink onto a substrate. The advantage of being an additive 

process is that it replaces the use of masks, etching, and is lithography free; this 

reduces costs and time on fabrication.  

The fluidic materials on the disposable piezo-inkjet cartridge are fed into the print 

heads to expel the droplets by sending a signal to a transducer, creating a defined 

pattern over the area of the substrate as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. Inkjet-printing Mechanism 

 

There exist two different techniques to expel the droplets: 

• Drop on Demand (DOD) printing 

• Continuous printing 
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In the case of DOD printing, the signal is sent only when a drop is required, so there 

are time intervals in which the transducer is idle. In Continuous printing, the signal 

is always sent to the transducer with a defined frequency setting, so there is always 

a continuous ejection of droplets. The drops which are not required are trapped by a 

mechanism of charge and discharge of plates.  

The velocity of each drop is controlled by assigning different voltages to the 

waveform. The waveform sent to the transducer controls the electrical signal that 

triggers the drop ejection. Another important factor that affects the drop velocity is 

the viscosity of the fluid. To maintain a certain drop velocity, higher jetting voltages 

are required for higher viscose fluids [14]. 

The ink can be used as an insulator or as a conductive layer. When used as a 

conductive layer, there are two types of inks in inkjet printing: pigment-based and 

dye-based. Dye based inks dissolve the delivered material into solution and 

evaporate the solvent away upon deposition while pigment based inks disperse the 

material to be delivered throughout the ink using dispersing agents to prevents 

clustering [15]. The conductive ink which has been used in this thesis consists of 

silver nanoparticles that have an organic coating.  

The silver nanoparticles are deposited in the substrate by a solvent medium. The 

solvent remains immerse between the silver particles, creating a non-conductive 

gap among them. There are several methods to convert the silver particles in close 

proximity to each other into a continuous conductor: 
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• Heat Sintering 

• Laser Sintering 

 

Heating the deposited ink consist in placing the substrate with the printed pattern 

into an oven and rise the temperature over a certain amount of time. The final sheet 

conductivity will depend on the duration and temperature to which the substrate is 

exposed. One significant drawback of using this method on paper-based substrates 

is that the ink and the substrate are heated simultaneously, so heating at higher 

temperatures is not reachable as burning of the paper could occur. 

Laser sintering is a technique that does not compromise the material properties of 

the substrate [16].This technique is performed by displaying a laser only over the 

regions where the ink pattern is allocated. The process is faster as compared with 

heat sintering and higher conduction rates can be attained [17]. 
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2.4 Summary of Ink-jet Printed Antennas 

Antenna Type Frequency 
[MHz] 

Gain 
[dBi] 

Bandwidth 
[MHz] 

Size 
[cm²] 

Material 

Wideband 
Dipole [18] 

433 N/A 250 8X15 Paper 

Quadratic 
Bowtie [19] 

865 1.33 30 9.2X3.2 Paper 

Z-Monopole [20] 904 N/A 132 5X5.6 Paper 
Cube 

Antenna[21] 
915 2.3 60 0.937X1.75 Paper 

UWB Monopole 
[22] 

2000-8000 N/A 6000 5.8X5.8 Paper 

Table 3. Published UWB inkjet Printed Antennas 

There are no inkjet-printed fractal antennas reported to date. This work focuses on 

developing inkjet-printed antennas which manipulate fractal geometries to achieve 

UWB coverage along with miniaturization and cost reduction. 
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3. INKJET PRINTED UWB FRACTAL 
ANTENNAS 

This chapter describes two inkjet-printed fractal antennas. It shows the design of 

the fractals structures as microstrip monopole antennas and its fabrication process. 

The two antennas are designed to cover the ultra-wideband range. Parameters such 

as input impedance, gain and radiation patterns are presented and compared. 

Different models and iterations have been tested to attain the best performance.  

A script code is introduced which has been used to generate the fractal structures in 

the software HFSS v12 from ANSOFT [6]. This code first creates a 2D model in 

MATLAB that is then transferred to HFSS as a compiled script 

 

3.1 Koch-Sierpinski Fractal Antenna 

 

3.1.1 Script Code 

To create the MATLAB code of the fractal structure it is necessary to obtain first the 

Iterative Function System that characterizes such fractal. The matrices that control 

the rotation and translation to generate the Koch Curve are defined by: 
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The function  1f x  determines the scaling by 1/3 of the line. 

 1
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1 0
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The function  2f x  scales the line to 1/3, rotates by 60° and translates. 
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1cos 3 sin 3
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The function  3f x  scales the line to 1/3, rotates by -60° and translates. 
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The function  4f x  scales by 1/3 and translates. 

 4

1
20

3
3

1
00

3

f x x

 
  
   
  
   

 

The MATLAB script code, based on the previous Iterative Function System, is listed 

in Appendix A. The script code generates two Koch Curves; one is the main curve 

and the second determines the width. The resultant MATLAB plot is shown in Figure 
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5.  This figure was generated with the MATLAB command: koch(26,2,0.5).  It 

specifies a length of 26mm, second iteration and a 50% width. 

 

Figure 5. Matlab model of the Koch Curve Fractal 

 

Figure 6. Matlab model of the Koch Snowflake Fractal 

 

To generate the Koch Snowflake, some modifications were made to the original 

script. Three Koch Curves were differed 60° one from another and placed in a 

triangular shape.  The resultant function (koch_snowflake_antenna.m) is listed in 

Appendix B. This function generates and plots the Koch Snowflake based on a given 

length and number of iteration. Figure 6 shows the Koch-Snowflake generated with 

MATLAB.  
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To transfer the generated Snowflake Fractal into HFSS design environment, a new 

script code has to be executed. This script code is generated in MATLAB and creates 

a ‘.vbs’ file that is compiled by the ‘Run Script’ function in HFSS software.  The script 

is listed in Appendix C. The steps of this script are the following: 

 Executes two functions: 

o snowflake_antenna_parameters.m - to calculate the parameters 

of the feed microstrip line. 

o Koch_snowflake_antenna.m – to generate the Koch Snowflake 

fractal. 

 Saves the document on a specified location with the extension ‘.vbs’, the readable 

format in HFSS. 

 Defines the HFSS project as ‘Driven Modal’. 

 Creates and plots the polylines of the fractal 

 Creates the variables 

 Assign materials 

The benefit of having an automated script code is that it can easily generate high-

order iterative fractals. This form of script can be broadly used to design complex 

2D and 3D designs, as it will be shown in the last section of this chapter. 
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3.1.2 Koch-Sierpinski Fractal Antenna Design 

The design of the antenna has been made according to the technical specifications 

and limitations of the inkjet printing process. One important constraint is the planar 

mechanism of the inkjet process used in this work. With this printing technique it is 

possible to print only one layer at the time. Monopole antennas have been 

extensively used to simplify the feeding of the antenna and to place in the same 

plane the feeding element and the radiating element [23, 24]. The design is 

implemented in a microstrip monopole topology, which consists of the fractal 

structure with a microstrip feed line and a smoothly tapered ground plane. The 

antenna has been designed for a commercial, 220mm thick paper substrate which 

has permittivity of 3.0 at 3 GHz and 2.8 at 10 GHz along with an average loss tangent 

of 0.06 [17] over the UWB. The proposed antenna combines two fractal designs, the 

Koch Snowflake and the Sierpinski Triangle. 

The first step in the design of the antenna is to study the effects of increasing the 

number of iterations of the Koch Snowflake fractal. The different simulation models 

are shown in Table 4.  The iterations are from 1st to 5th. From the table it can be 

noticed that the total area is increased as the number of iterations are increased. 

This represents an augmentation in the metallization of the antenna, which 

translates in higher fabrication cost.  
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Iteration 1st Iteration 2nd Iteration 3rd Iteration 4th Iteration 5th Iteration 

Koch 
Snowflake  

 

 

 

  
Total area 511mm² 566mm² 590mm² 600mm² 605mm² 

Bandwidth  1.85GHz 2.6GHz 2.8GHz 3.6GHz 3.61GHz 

Gain [dB] 2.4 2.6 2.2 2.7 2.6 
Table 4. Simulation models of Koch Snowflake Fractal Antennas 

The simulation results of the S11 parameter are shown in Figure 7. The -10dB 

bandwidth (  ), which represents 90% of power transmission, has been the 

optimization parameter for this design. Table 4 shows the bandwidth for the 

different number of iterations. 

 

Figure 7. S11 parameter of different iterations of Koch Snowflake Fractal 

 

From the results it can be seen that after the third iteration, the second resonance at 

5 GHz becomes strong enough to create a wide-band effect with the primary 

resonance at 2.4 GHz. It is noticed that higher iterations attain the largest 
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bandwidths. Most of the currents are allocated at the edges of the antenna, as seen 

in Figure 8. In this figure green color represents the location of the maximum values 

of the current and dark blue color represents the minimum 

values of the current.  Increasing features on the sides of the 

antenna increases the current distribution and add more 

resonant frequencies. The fourth iteration is chosen to 

fabricate as the feature sizes on the fifth iteration are smaller 

than currently realizable by our inkjet printing process. 

As mentioned before, the metallization of the antenna is the major cost in the 

fabrication process and increasing the number of iterations increases the total area. 

The second step in the design of the antenna is to reduce the metallization while 

retaining the same performance in terms of bandwidth and gain. This can be 

achieved by removing metallization at the interior of the Snowflake, where the 

currents present their minimum value. Two geometrical structures are tested in the 

design: a circle and a triangle. The figures were removed from the Koch Snowflake 

as shown in Figure 9. The total area is reduced by 40%, from 600mm² to 360mm². 

Figure 8. Current 
distribution in Koch 
Snowflake Antenna 
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Figure 9. Metallization reduction removing a circle and square shapes. 

 

The S11 parameter of the two shapes is shown in Figure 10. It can be observed that 

this configurations present a segment above the -10dB margin. These designs are 

not feasible to attain an UWB bandwidth. 

 

Figure 10. S11 parameter of Koch Snowflake with removed circle and square. 

In order to maintain the multiple resonances and at the same time reduce the 

metallization area, another fractal was incorporated in the design. The Sierpinski 
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Triangle fractal has been shown to be resonant at multiple frequencies [25-27].  The 

progression of the Sierpinski Triangle was previously defined in Section 2.2.  

Since the Koch Snowflake is also constituted of 3 Koch curves differed 60° one from 

another, forming a triangle shape, it is easy to incorporate a Sierpinski Triangle to 

the design. The Sierpinski geometry which is to be removed from the center of the 

Koch Snowflake is created by subtracting a central triangle which is one half of the 

height and one half of the width of an equilateral triangle. The shape of the 

Sierpinski Triangle has been adjusted to fit perfectly to the Koch Snowflake. The 

proposed antenna is shown in Figure 11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Proposed Koch-Sierpinski antenna. 

Combination of two Fractals. 
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To optimize the antenna, several iterations of the Sierpinski Triangle are simulated. 

The simulated S11 parameter of the Koch Snowflake by removing different 

iterations of the Sierpinski Triangle (first to fifth) is shown in Figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12. Simulation S11 parameter for different iterations of the combined Fractals. 

 

It can be noticed that the performance of each of the successive iterations is 

relatively similar while achieving increased ink reduction. The bandwidth for all the 

different iterations is approximately 3.6GHz. The 3rd iteration of the Sierpinski 

Triangle is chosen, since the 4th and 5th iteration are not feasible due to the limited 

feature size of the fabrication process. The gain for the Koch Snowflake fractal in 

combination with different iterations of the Sierpinski Triangle is shown in Figure 

13. It can be noticed that the gain remains almost constant over the band of interest. 
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Figure 13. Simulation results of the realized gain for different iterations. 

 

The total conductive area of the Koch Snowflake is reduced by 40% when 

subtracting the 3rd iteration of the Sierpinski triangle, from 600mm² to 360mm². 

From these results, the Koch Snowflake configuration combined with the Sierpinski 

Triangle is found to be the optimal choice presenting a larger bandwidth with 

similar ink reduction. Table 5 summarizes the results for the different designs. 

 

Design Bw [GHz] Gain [dB] Percentage of  
ink reduction 

Koch Snowflake (4th 
Iteration) 

3.5 2.7  

Square 2.3 2.8 41% 

Circle 2.5 2.5 42% 

Koch-Sierpinski 3.6 2.7 40% 
            Table 5. Comparison of the performance of different antennas. 
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3.1.3 Fabrication and Measurements  
 

The antenna is fabricated using a Dimatix DMP-2800 series inkjet printer 

(www.dimatix.com). Six layers of the silver nanoparticle ink are printed at a 

resolution of 1270 dpi on the paper substrate, which is held at 50°C to aid in ink 

solvent evaporation. The nanoparticle ink was sintered using an oven at 160°C for 

one hour, which produces a final metallization conductivity near 1.1E7 S/m. The 

radiator and the semicircular ground plane are printed separately and then bonded 

together using an alignment jig. The alignment jig consists of 4 needles mounted 

horizontally in a plastic surface. The ground plane is placed in the surface and then 

the printed antenna is inserted with the alignment marks through the needles. The 

3.5mm SMA connector is mounted using a conductive silver epoxy as soldering can 

burn the paper substrate and damage the printed structures. The fabricated 

antennas are displayed in Figure 14, along with a close up of the smallest feature of 

the fourth iteration Koch Snowflake. 

 

Figure 14. Fabricated antennas. Koch Snowflake  

and the combination of both Fractals. 
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The S11 parameter of the fabricated antennas has been measured using an Agilent 

E8363 VNA. A comparison of the measured and simulation data for the 4th iteration 

of the Koch Snowflake is shown in Figure 15, which demonstrates similar 

bandwidths.  

 

Figure 15. Simulation results and measured data of the Koch Snowflake antenna. 

The importance of these results is to have the same bandwidth below the -10dB 

threshold. The trend that follows below the threshold is not significant in terms of 

performance. The simulation results gave a 3.5GHz bandwidth, while in 

measurements it is 3.8GHz. The slight differences for the measurement and 

simulation stem from the connector and cable not being included in the simulation, 

and the fact that when the ground plane and top radiator are bonded, slight 

alignment errors within 100 – 200μm occur.  
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The measured S11 parameter of the ink-reduced Koch Snoflwake combined with the 

Sierpinski Triangle is shown in Figure 16. From the figure we can observe a good 

bandwidth agreement between simulation results and measured data, with a slight 

frequency shift towards the right side of the spectrum due to the reasons mentioned 

above. The measured bandwidth is 3.58GHz compared to a 3.6GHz bandwidth in 

simulations.  

 

 

Figure 16. Simulation and measured results of the combination of two fractals, Koch-Sierpinski, antenna. 

 

The radiation pattern is measured for the ink-reduced Koch Snowflake using a 

tapered anechoic chamber and calibrated NSI 2 - 18GHz horn antenna. Figure 17 

shows the simulated and measured realized gain in the E and H-cuts of the 

combined fractal antenna at 3 and 4.5 GHz. The measurements show good 
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agreement with the simulations with an omnidirectional H-Plane pattern and 

dipole-like E-Plane pattern. 

 

Figure 17. Comparison of E-Plane and H-Plane cuts at 3 and 4.5GHz for the proposed Koch-Sierpinski Fractal 
Antenna . 
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3.2 Cantor Shape Fractal Antenna 

3.2.1 Cantor fractal 

German mathematician Georg Cantor, best known as the inventor of Set Theory, was 

the first person to do a rigorous study on irregular and fragmented shapes, in 1877 

[28], followed by Guiseppe Peano and Waclaw Sierpinski. The design of the Cantor 

fractal is relatively simple. A straight line is divided in 3 segments and the central 

segment is removed. The same process is applied to every new generated segment. 

The Iterative Recursion System that characterizes the Cantor fractal is given by: 
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The combination of these two functions defines the self-similar parts as shown in 

Figure 18. The union of two segments produces the fractal iteration by subtracting 

the segment in the middle. 

 

Figure 18. Cantor Fractal Progression 
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The advantage of using the recursion of the Cantor Fractal in an antenna design is 

that with each iteration there is an addition of two more radiating elements which 

are exactly 1/3 of the size of the original segment. This adds multiple resonances to 

the design, enhancing the bandwidth. There are three parameters which can be 

varied in this design to attain the optimum performance: the width of the lines, 

separation between the segments, and the number of iteration, as shown in the 

following section. 

 

3.2.2 Cantor Fractal Antenna Design 

The only Cantor fractal antenna reported in literature takes two segments of 

different lengths of the cantor fractal as two arms of a monopole, with a non-

symmetric feed line as shown in [29]. It can be seen that the reported antenna is 

quite large. It presents an overall dimension of 7.3X3.8cm2 in FR4 substrate.  

Similar to the Koch Snowflake, the proposed 

design of the Cantor fractal antenna in this 

work is fed through a 50Ω microstrip feed line 

on a semicircular ground plane. The design of 

the proposed antenna is shown in Figure 19.  

Several methods have been used to enhance 

the bandwidth of the proposed antenna. The 

first method is to vary the width ‘ w ’ of the 

Figure 19. Proposed  model of the Cantor Fractal 
Antenna. 
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horizontal segments (in black) while retaining the same separation ‘ s ’ between 

segments. The second method is to vary the separation ‘ s ’ between the segments 

while retaining the same width, for means of comparison. Figure 19 shows the 

variables ‘ w ’ and ‘ s ’. The third method is to increase the number of iterations and 

determine its effects on the bandwidth.  

The width ‘ w ’ of the segments has been swept with 0.5mm increments from 0.5 to 

3mm. The horizontal segments have all the same width and it will be varied 

uniformly to all of them. Figure 20 shows the S11 parameter for the different widths 

of the segments of the Cantor Fractal. Table 6 summarizes the bandwidth for each 

variation in the width. From this table it is shown that the optimum width is 2mm. 

All of the curves present two main resonant frequencies. The total bandwidth for a 

width of 2mm is 3.8GHz with two resonant frequencies at 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz. 

 

 

 

Width ‘w’ 
[mm] 

Bandwidth [GHz] 

0.5 3.3 

1 3.6 

1.5 2.7 

2 3.8 

2.5 3.6 

3 3.3 

Table 6. Attained bandwidth for different widths. 
Figure 20. S11 Parameter varying the width.  
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For a fixed width of 2.0mm, the separation ‘ s ’ between the segments is increased by 

1mm steps from 1.0 to 5.0mm, Figure 21 shows the results for different separation 

sizes. From the simulations it is observed that most of the curves present a section 

above the -10dB margin, except from the 1 and 2mm separation. The smallest 

segment separation has been chosen to reduce the size of the antenna. For a 1mm 

separation ‘ s ’ the bandwidth is 4.85GHz. 

 

Figure 21. S11 parameter varying the separation between segments. 

 

For a width ‘ w ’ of 2mm and a separation ‘ s ’ of 1mm between segments, the effect of 

increasing the number of iterations has been studied. The number of iterations 

varies from 1 to 7. Figure 22 shows the S11 Parameter for different iterations. It can 

be noted that increasing the number of iterations increases the bandwidth due to 

the multiple resonances of the elements. The selected number of iteration is 6, 

because it provides the largest bandwidth and due to limitations in the fabrication 

process for inkjet printing, higher number of iterations is not possible. 
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Figure 22. S11 parameter for different iterations of the Cantor Fractal Antenna. 

 

The simulated radiation pattern in the E and H-cuts of the Cantor fractal antenna at 

3 and 5.2 GHz is shown if Figure 23. The simulations present an omnidirectional H-

Plane pattern and dipole-like E-Plane pattern. 

 

 

Figure 23.  Radiation pattern simulation results of the Cantor Fractal Antenna at two different frequencies. 

 

Iteration Bandwidth [GHz] 

1st 1.9 

2nd 2.3 

3rd 2.8 

4th 3.2 

5th 4.9 

6th 6.9 

7th 6.7 
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3.2.3 Fabrication and Measurements 

The fabricated UWB monopole is shown in Figure 24. 

The fabrication process is the same as for the previous 

UWB Monopole Antenna. Due to limitations in the 

inkjet printing process, a minor modification was made 

to the design. The gap between the lines of 

the last iteration had been increased from 

0.1mm to 0.12mm, as shown in Figure 25. 

Simulations were made considering this change. After the simulations, 

the return loss is measured with an Agilent E8363 40GHz VNA. The 

results are shown in Figure 26. It is noted a good agreement between 

simulation results and measured data. The achieved bandwidth is of 

7GHz, from 2.6 to 9.6GHz with an average gain of 4dBi.  

 

Figure 26. S11 Simulation and measured results of the Cantor Fractal Antenna. 

Figure 25. Fabricated Cantor 
Antenna 

Figure 24. 
Minimum  
feature size 
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The currently published inkjet printed UWB antenna has a size of 5.8X5.8cm of the 

radiating elements [22] . The proposed antenna has a dimension of 1.7X3.1cm. This 

is around 80% smaller than the previous published inkjet-printed UWB antenna and 

60% smaller than the reported Cantor fractal antenna. The bandwidth of the 

published Cantor fractal is of 4.2GHz whereas the proposed antenna achieves a 

bandwidth of 7GHz. Table 7 shows a comparison of the currently published UWB 

inkjet-printed antennas and the proposed antenna design. 

 Bandwidth Average Gain 
[dB] 

Size 
cm² 

Substrate 

Multifractal Cantor[29] 4.2GHz 4.1 7.3X3.8 FR4 

UWB Antenna 
[22] 

6GHz N/A 5.8X5.8 Paper 

Cantor Fractal Antenna 7GHz 4.0 3.1X1.7 Paper 

Table 7. Comparison of size and performance of the antennas. 

 

 

3.3 Summary 

It is shown that fractals prove to be a successful method of reducing fabrication 

costs in inkjet-printed antennas while retaining and enhancing printed antenna 

performance. Also, the proposed script code is shown to be an effective tool to 

generate complex antenna designs. 
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4. 3D FRACTAL LOOP ANTENNA 

Previous chapter presented planar fractal antennas, which are 2D in nature. Further 

miniaturization can be achieved if the third dimension (vertical in this case) is also 

utilized. This chapter focuses on realizing a 3D fractal antenna with a 2D printer. 

Moreover, this approach can also lead into sensing applications due to the flexibility 

of paper substrate, as will be demonstrated in this chapter. 

 

4.1 Fractal Loop Design 

Loop antennas are made from a continuous wire 

element, as the Quad Loop shown in Figure 27.  This 

type of loop has four sides, each of equal length. The 

loop antennas are classified as small and large depending on the length of the 

circumference. Loop antennas are said to be small if the circumference is less than 

 /10 and large if the circumference is approximated to  . Small antennas behave 

similar to an infinitesimal dipole, with a null perpendicular to the plane of the loop 

and with a maximum along the plane of the loop. As the length of the loop increases 

and approaches to  , the radiation pattern is shifted from the plane of the loop to 

the axis perpendicular to this plane [30]. Loop antennas are fed by a differential port 

and have a virtual ground at the opposite side of the feeding point. 

Figure 27. Quad-Loop Antenna 
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For a large loop antenna with a circumference near to  , the nulls of the radiation 

pattern will be located along the axis of the feed line, as seen in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28. Radiation pattern of a Quad-loop antenna at different positions of the feed line. 

 

The proposed Fractal Loop antenna consists of a four-sided quadrature loop with a 

4  Koch Curve projected in each of its sides. Because the printer is 2D, a folding 

technique has been adapted to make a 3D antenna as shown in Figure 29. First the 

pattern is inkjet-printed and then the substrate is folded, forming a cube. 

 

Figure 29. Printing and folding technique 
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The feed line is located at the center of one of the sides. Two sides of the cube have 

been removed to give flexibility to the design. Different iterations have been 

simulated and studied to determine the effects of increasing the number of 

iterations in terms of its resonant frequency and input impedance. The fractal 

progression for different iterations is shown in Table 8. The length of one of the 

faces is 22.5mm and remains fixed for all the different iterations. The width of the 

conductor is 0.5mm. This width was selected to avoid features overlap at high order 

iterations. The electric properties of the substrate are those of the commercial 

photo-paper used in the previous designs.  

Iteration Quad-Loop 1st Iteration 2nd Iteration 3th Iteration 

Fractal Koch 
Loop 

 

 

 

 

Total Length 90mm 120mm 160mm 213mm 

Table 8. Fractal Loop antenna progression. 

 

The S11 parameter for different iterations is shown in Figure 30. It is noted that by 

increasing the number of iterations the total length of the loop is increased and the 

resonant frequency is shifted towards lower frequencies.  
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Figure 30. S11 parameter for different iterations of the Fractal Loop Antenna. 

 

Also, the proximity of higher order modes can be noted; for the 3rd iteration, four 

resonant frequencies are located in the range of 2 to 9GHz, which corresponds to  , 

2  , 3  and 4  . Table X summarizes the performance for different iterations.  

Letters ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ correspond to the 1st, 2nd and 3rd resonant frequency 

respectively, for each model. From this table it is observed that the proposed model 

(3rd Iteration) achieves 30% miniaturization in the design. With the same physical 

dimensions, the resonant frequency of the antenna has been reduced from 3.3GHz 

to 2.4GHz.  
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Model 

Resonant frequency  
[GHz] 

Input Impedance Z  
[Ω] 

a b c a b c 

Quad-Loop 3.3 6.2  118 196  

1st Iteration 2.8 5.2 7.4 85 99 154 

2nd Iteration 2.5 4.5 6.4 83 89 125 

3rd Iteration 2.4 4.4 6.1 73 73.6 114 

Table 9. Resonant frequency and input impedance for different iterations of the Fractal Loop Antenna. 

 

 

From the Table 9 it is observed that as the iteration increases the impedance 

decreases from 118Ω to 73Ω. This impedance is easier to match with the typical 50Ω 

feed. The simulated 3D radiation patterns for the 3rd iteration at 2.4 and 4.4GHz is 

shown in Figure 31. For both radiation patterns the maximum realized gain is 

2.8dBi. 

It is observed that the loop antenna has two operation modes. This is explained by 

analyzing the distribution of the currents. For the first resonant frequency at 

2.4GHz, the loop antenna behaves as a two “pulled out” folded dipoles oriented in 

the same direction, whereas for the second resonant frequency at 4.4GHz the 

current distribution is as four dipoles located each in one of the sides, providing an 

isotropic effect. This is because the second resonant frequency is approximately two 

  and it presents two maximum values of current over the total length of the loop. 
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Figure 31. Radiation pattern at 2.4 and 4.4GHz of the Fractal Loop Antenna. 

 

4.1.1 Differential Feed 

In order to fabricate and test the fractal loop antenna, a differential feed has been 

designed. The feeding of the loop has to be differential or balanced, whereas a 

coaxial cable is inherently unbalanced, meaning that a balun is required to go from 

the unbalanced cable to the balanced antenna.  

A balun converts an unbalanced line that has only one conductor and ground to a 

balanced line which has two conductors with equal currents magnitude but in 

opposite directions. The configuration of the balun implemented in this work is 

designed with a conductive line that divides into two lines. One of these lines is  /2 

times longer (14mm at 2.4GHz on paper substrate) than the other, hence provide 

the necessary phase shift. The output current between each end of the balun is equal 
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in magnitude but 180° out of phase. The loop antenna is connected directly to the 

end terminal of the balun. The dimensions of the proposed balun are shown in 

Figure 32.  

 

Figure 32. Dimensions of the Balun. 

The integrated simulation model is shown in figure 33. The antenna is constituted of 

a feeding line, a microstrip-to-CPS balun, a truncated ground plane and a driver of 

length 4 .  The delay of half-wavelength is introduced by one of the arms of the 

Balun. The ground plane is needed as part of the microstrip line structure. 

 

Figure 33. Integrated Balun and Fractal Loop antenna. 
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4.1.2 Fabrication and Measurements 

The fabrication process is the same as for the previous UWB fractal antennas, 

reported in Chapter 3.  Six layers of the silver nanoparticle are employed. In this 

case the balun and the radiating element are printed in the same plane and then it is 

folded to attain the loop antenna. The ground is printed in a different plane and 

glued just to the area of the balun. Figure 34 shows the printed planar antenna. 

The DC resistance from the input of the Balun to the end of one of the arms has been 

measured to be 10Ω. This resistance is important and depends on the printed 

number of layers. Ideally this resistance should be 0Ω. For the two proposed 

antennas in the previous chapters the DC resistance is near 0Ω because the 

metallization area is large. Though the same number (6) of printed layers have been 

used in all the antennas, the DC resistance in this case is higher because the width of 

the printed line is small and opposes the current flow. 

 

 

Figure 34. Inkjet-Printed Planar Loop antenna with integrated balun . 
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A problem encountered during the fabrication process is that folding the thin lines 

of the loop antenna after being heat sintered, cracks the lines which causes 

discontinuities in the current flow. If the antenna is heat sintered and then it is 

folded the ink present cracks due to the stiffness of the ink.  

To avoid the presence of cracks in the ink strip line, first the printed design is folded 

and then it is heat sintered. The ink is more flexible before heat sintering. Right 

angles are not possible due to the presence of cracks, not just in the ink, but also on 

the paper. The final fabricated loop antenna is shown in Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35. Fabricated Fractal Loop Antenna with integrated Balun. 

 

The return loss is measured with an Agilent VNA E8363 40GHz. A comparison of the 

simulation and measured data of the fractal loop antenna with the integrated balun 

is shown in Figure 36. The results show a good agreement, the differences arise 

from the fabrication process. Some air gaps might have been introduced between 

the ground layer and the balun. Furthermore, the fabricated loop antenna is not 

totally square as in the simulations. 
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Figure 36. Simulation and measured results of the Fractal Loop Antenna. 

 

Figure 37 shows the radiation pattern at 2.5GHz. The simulation of the fractal loop 

with the integrated balun is in good agreement with the radiation pattern without 

the balun. There is a gain reduction from 2.8dB to 1.6dB due to the presence of the 

large metallization area of the ground. 

 

Figure 37. Simulated Radiation Pattern of the Fractal Loop Antenna at 2.5GHz. 
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4.1.3 Shift of High Order Modes 

With an analysis on the distribution of the currents, it is possible to change the 

values for the resonances of the high order modes. Adding small extra lengths in one 

of the sides of the loop shifts the resonant frequency of the higher order mode to the 

left as shown in Figure 38. From the Figure it is noted that the currents are 

concentrated along the vertical axis of the feeding line where it has its maximum 

values. The nulls, or minimum values, of the current are located normal to the axis of 

the feeding line (green). For this reason, features can be added to the loop, without 

compromising the first operation frequency.  The first frequency remains in 2.4GHz, 

while the high order mode is shifted from 7.8 to 7.6GHz. This is a good technique to 

shift the higher order modes to lower bands. 

 

Figure 38. S11 parameter of different lenghts added to one of the sides. 
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4.2 Feasibility Study of Fractal Loop as Compression 

Sensing Device 

Because of the flexibility in the paper substrate it is possible to utilize this 3D 

antenna concept for a compression sensor device. The idea is that as the cube is 

compressed, the resonant frequency of the antenna shifts. This shift is proportional 

to the applied pressure. The higher order modes are more sensitive to small changes 

and to variations on the shape of the fractal loop antenna. This is because at higher 

frequencies, wavelength is smaller and hence small changes in the physical length 

result in larger variation in the electrical size and, hence resonance frequency of the 

antenna. Table 10 shows some models which have been used to compression. For 

these models, the Koch Fractal is subjected to different level of compression on one 

of the faces. 

Model 1 2 3 4 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Displacement 
(d) 

1mm 2mm 3mm 4mm 

Table 10. Compression Models. 

The simulation results for different compression levels are shown in Figure 39. 

From this figure it is noted that pressing one of the faces is equivalent to slightly 

increasing the total length of the loop, shifting the frequency towards lower end. 

Compressing 1mm is equivalent to shifting 50MHz, while compressing 4mm is 

equivalent to 150MHz.  
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Figure 40. Compression test setup . 

 

 

Figure 39. S11 parameter for different compression levels. 

 

The compression of the fabricated device is measured 

with an Instron 5966. This system is a precision 

material testing machine and is used to test 

elastomeric materials with high elongations. Figure 40 

shows the setup to perform the measurements. A 

mechanic arm applies pressure to the top face of the 

device, the displacement of the arm is given in 

millimeters (mm.) and is correlated to an applied 

force, given in Newtons (N). Table 11 shows the 

relation between displacement and applied force to 

the fractal loop antenna. The steps are set from 0.5 to 10mm.  Simulations of 

compression levels versus resonant frequency shifts have been made from 1 to 
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4mm and the rest of the values shown in Table 11 have been achieved through 

interpolation. 

Displacement (mm) Force (N) Frequency Shift [GHz] 
(Simulation) 

0.5 0.15 0 

1 0.3 0.05 

2 0.52 0.08 

3 0.73 0.1 

4 0.89 0.15 

5 1 0.27 

6 1.1 0.5 

7 1.14 0.88 

8 1.17 1.45 

9 1.22 2.25 

10 1.24 3.32 

Table 11. Correlation of displacement with applied force and frequency shift. 

 

Figure 41 shows the applied force and frequency shift for each displacement. From 

the graphs it is observed that the frequency shift presents an exponential behavior, 

whereas the applied force tends to stabilize at higher displacements. 

 
Figure 41. Frequency Shift and Applied Force for different displacements 
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The applied force and the S11 parameter cannot be measured simultaneously due to 

equipment location restrictions (Instron 5966 is placed in a different laboratory 

which does not have a network analyzer). The measurements have been done 

separately. The S11 parameter of the fabricated sensor antenna has been measured 

using an Agilent E8363 VNA. The set up for the measurements is shown in Figure 

42. The sensor is connected to a 3.5mm SMA through a balun microstrip line. The 

displacement has been measured manually by placing a vertical ruler next to the 

compression 3D antenna. 

 

Figure 42. S11 parameter measurement set up. 

 

The measured results for different displacements are shown in Figure 43. If the 

displacement is above 4mm, the ink tends to break. From the figure we can observe 

that for the first two millimeters of compression the resonant frequency shifts 

approximately 350MHz.  
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Figure 43. Measured S11 parameter for different displacements. 

These measured results present a higher sensitivity than the simulation results in 

Figure 39. This discrepancy is due to the rounded corners of the fabricated device; 

compressing the fabricated device bents three of the faces, whereas in the 

simulation model only one face was bent. Also an error is introduced because the 

simulations for the compression were made without the presence of the balun and 

the measurements can only be done with the integration of the balun. Nonetheless, 

the results demonstrate the feasibility of a compression sensing device through the 

3D flexible antenna concept. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

The results of this work exhibit a novel approach to design complex fractal 

geometries and it is proven to be a good technique in the design of UWB fractal 

antennas for practical real-world applications along with a low-cost fabrication 

process, using an environmental friendly and flexible photo-paper substrate. 

Two UWB miniaturized antennas with an isotropic radiation patterns and good gain 

were demonstrated. The first proposed antenna achieved a high metallization 

reduction by the combination of two fractals, while the second proposed antenna is 

smaller than the previous reported inkjet-printed UWB monopole antenna and 

presents better radiation characteristics. 

The Fractal Loop antenna is the first inkjet-printed fractal loop antenna. The 

radiation characteristic of the antenna makes is suitable to operate at different 

modes for two frequencies. This is convenient for transmission and reception of 

signals without interference. Also the Loop antenna is proven to work efficiently as 

a sensing device. 
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5.2  Future Work 

The script code presented in this thesis is a gateway to generate numerous fractals 

and complex geometries, as an example, Figure 44 (a) shows a fractal known as the 

Hilbert Curve. The progression of this fractal has been previously studied in Chapter 

1, here it was adapted as a monopole antenna design. Also spirals can be created, as 

shown in Figure 44 (b). The advantage of having a script code to generate spirals, is 

that it can easily be varied each of the parameters, such as radius, iteration, length, 

size and logarithmic progression. The spiral can be projected into the Z plane, giving 

it a helix effect as shown in Figure 44(c). 

 

Figure 44. Examples of complex fractal structures. (a) Hilber Curve, (b) Log-Periodic Spiral antenna, (c) 3D Spiral 
Antenna. 

 

With the same method, 3D structures can be created, which is important for antenna 

designs. One application is for the Antennas on Package (AOP). This technique is one 

of the technologies where it is needed to simulate different geometrical structures. 

In this designs the integration of the antenna surroundes the chip in a package 

causing electromagnetic fields to cause interference with the circuits in the chip, 
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compromising the operation of the system. To abvoid this interference, different 

designs must be tested. Some proposed designs for packaging are presented in 

Figure 45.   

Design HFSS Model 

Tetraedron  

Cube  

Octahedron  

Dodecahedron  

Figure 45. 3D HFSS models 

Future technologies will enable the fabrication process of 3D structures. It is 

important to start characterizing and understanding the properties of such 

structures. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
function [y,fixed_point]=koch (length , iteration, width) 

%length: any real number, units by default are given in mm. 

%iteration: preferably from 1 to 7 

%width: is given from 0 to 1. Is a percentage of length with respect to the 

%length of one of the lines. 

  

%Matrices that define the Koch Curve: 

w1= [1/3 0 0; 0 1/3 0; 0 0 1]; 

w2= [(1/3)*cos(pi/3) -(1/3)*sin(pi/3) 1/3; (1/3)*sin(pi/3) (1/3)*cos(pi/3) 0; 0 0 

1]; 

w3= [(1/3)*cos(pi/3) (1/3)*sin(pi/3) cos(pi/3); -(1/3)*sin(pi/3) (1/3)*cos(pi/3) 

(1/3)*sin(pi/3); 0 0 1]; 

w4= [1/3 0 2/3; 0 1/3 0; 0 0 1]; 

  

v1=[0 1; 0 0; 1 1]; 

  

%Iterative Function System: 

for i= 1:iteration 

    y1a = w1*v1; 

    y2a = w2*v1; 

    y3a = w3*v1; 

    y4a = w4*v1; 

    y= [y1a y2a y3a y4a] ; 

    v1= y; 

end 

  

%Plots the first Koch curve: 

y= length*y(1:2,:); 

plot (y(1,:),y(2,:)) 

axis equal 

hold on 

  

[r,c]=size(y); 

vectors = []; 

fixed_point = []; 

%Generates the second Koch curve: 

for i= 1:2: c-3 

    vector1= [y(1,i)-y(1,i+1) ; y(2,i)-y(2,i+1)]; 

    vector2= [y(1,i+3)-y(1,i+2) ; y(2,i+3)-y(2,i+2)]; 

    A= vector1; 

    B= vector2; 

    angle = acos(dot(A,B)/(norm(A)*norm(B)))*180/pi ; 

    angle = round(angle); 

     

    if angle == 120 

        point = (A + B)*width;    

         

    else 

        point = -(A + B)*width; 

     

    end 

     

    fixed_point = [fixed_point point+y(:,i+1)]; 

     

end 

%plots the second Koch Curve (width): 

plot(fixed_point(1,:),fixed_point(2,:)) 

axis equal 

hold on 

     

     

end 
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APPENDIX B 

 

function [y,mirror1,y_60,y_transp]=koch_snowflake_antenna (length , iteration) 

  

% To create the fractal iterations 

w1= [1/3 0 0; 0 1/3 0; 0 0 1]; 

w2= [(1/3)*cos(pi/3) -(1/3)*sin(pi/3) 1/3; (1/3)*sin(pi/3) (1/3)*cos(pi/3) 0; 0 

0 1]; 

w3= [(1/3)*cos(pi/3) (1/3)*sin(pi/3) cos(pi/3); -(1/3)*sin(pi/3) 

(1/3)*cos(pi/3) (1/3)*sin(pi/3); 0 0 1]; 

w4= [1/3 0 2/3; 0 1/3 0; 0 0 1]; 

  

v1=[0 1; 0 0; 1 1]; 

  

for i= 1:iteration 

    y1a = w1*v1; 

    y2a = w2*v1; 

    y3a = w3*v1; 

    y4a = w4*v1; 

    y= [y1a y2a y3a y4a] ; 

    v1= y; 

end 

  

y= length*y(1:2,:); 

   

  

%To determine and plot the mirror along the 'x' axis: 

  

mirror1= [y(1,:);-y(2,:)]; 

plot (mirror1(1,:),mirror1(2,:)) 

axis equal 

hold on 

  

  

%To determine and plot the 60 degrees segment line: 

y_60= [cos(-pi/3)*y(1,:)+sin(-pi/3)*y(2,:) ; -sin(-pi/3)*y(1,:)+cos(-

pi/3)*y(2,:)]; 

plot (y_60(1,:),y_60(2,:)) 

axis equal 

hold on 

  

  

%To determine and transpose the segment: 

y_transp = [-y_60(1,:)+ length ; y_60(2,:)]; 

plot(y_transp(1,:),y_transp(2,:)) 

hold on 
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APPENDIX C 

function koch_snowflake_antenna_hfss(er,fr,h,iteration)   

% er: dielectric constant  

% fr: operation frequency [GHz]  

% h: height of the substrate [mm],  

% iteration: number of iteration  [1 to 10] 

  

% Converts units 

fr=fr*10^9; 

h=h*10^-3; 

  

  

% Execute two functions 

% snowflake_antenna_parameters.m: to calculate the feed microstrip line. 

% koch_snowflake_antenna.m: to generate the Koch Snowflake Fractal 

  

[W,L,W0,L0,h,lambda]=snowflake_antenna_parameters(er,fr,h); 

  

[y,mirror1,y_60,y_transp]=koch_snowflake_antenna (L , iteration); 

  

  

% Saves the document on a defined location: 

hfssScriptFile= 'C:\Users\Rodrigaa\Documents\Directed Research\2 

Matlab_Projects\Matlab_Projects\koch_snowflake_antenna_hfss.vbs'; 

  

fid = fopen (hfssScriptFile , 'wt'); 

  

%Define HFSS project 

  

fprintf(fid, 'Dim oHfssApp\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Dim oDesktop\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Dim oProject\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Dim oDesign\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Dim oEditor\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Dim oModule\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Set oHfssApp = CreateObject ("AnsoftHfss.HfssScriptInterface")\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Set oDesktop = oHfssApp.GetAppDesktop()\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'oDesktop.RestoreWindow\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'oDesktop.NewProject\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Set oProject = oDesktop.GetActiveProject\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'oProject.InsertDesign "HFSS", "design1", "DrivenModal", ""\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Set oDesign = oProject.SetActiveDesign("design1")\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Set oEditor = oDesign.SetActiveEditor("3D Modeler")\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Set oModule = oDesign.GetModule("BoundarySetup")\n'); 

  

%  MIRROR IMAGE 

[r,c] = size(mirror1); 

l = 1; 

m = 2; 

  

%Create lines 

for i=1:c/2 

    x1 = mirror1(1,l); 

    y1 = mirror1(2,l); 

    x2 = mirror1(1,m); 

    y2 = mirror1(2,m); 

    fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreatePolyline Array("NAME:PolylineParameters", 

"IsPolylineCovered:=", true, "IsPolylineClosed:=",false, _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:PolylinePoints", Array("NAME:PLPoint",  _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"X:=",  "%f%s",_\n',x1,'mm'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Y:=", "%f%s",_\n',y1,'mm'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Z:=","0mm"), _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:PLPoint", _\n'); 
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    fprintf(fid, '"X:=",  "%f%s",_\n',x2,'mm'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Y:=", "%f%s",_\n',y2,'mm'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Z:=", "0mm")), _\n'); 

     

    fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:PolylineSegments", Array("NAME:PLSegment", 

"SegmentType:=",_\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Line", "StartIndex:=", 0, "NoOfPoints:=", 2)),   _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:PolylineXSection", "XSectionType:=",  _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"None", "XSectionOrient:=", "Auto", "XSectionWidth:=", "0mm", 

"XSectionHeight:=",  _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"0mm", "XSectionNumSegments:=", "0", "XSectionBendType:=", 

"Corner")), Array("NAME:Attributes", "Name:=",  _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Polyline1", "Flags:=", "", "Color:=", "(132 132 193)", 

"Transparency:=", 0, "PartCoordinateSystem:=",  _\n'); 

     

    fprintf(fid, '"Global", "MaterialValue:=", "" & Chr(34) & "vacuum" & Chr(34) & 

"", "SolveInside:=",true) _\n'); 

    l = l + 2; 

    m = m + 2; 

     

fprintf(fid, '\n'); 

  

end 

  

% 60 DEGREES SEGMENT 

[r,c] = size(y_60); 

l = 1; 

m = 2; 

  

%Create lines 

for i=1:c/2 

    x1 = y_60(1,l); 

    y1 = y_60(2,l); 

    x2 = y_60(1,m); 

    y2 = y_60(2,m); 

    fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreatePolyline Array("NAME:PolylineParameters", 

"IsPolylineCovered:=", true, "IsPolylineClosed:=",false, _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:PolylinePoints", Array("NAME:PLPoint",  _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"X:=",  "%f%s",_\n',x1,'mm'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Y:=", "%f%s",_\n',y1,'mm'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Z:=","0mm"), _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:PLPoint", _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"X:=",  "%f%s",_\n',x2,'mm'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Y:=", "%f%s",_\n',y2,'mm'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Z:=", "0mm")), _\n'); 

     

    fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:PolylineSegments", Array("NAME:PLSegment", 

"SegmentType:=",_\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Line", "StartIndex:=", 0, "NoOfPoints:=", 2)),   _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:PolylineXSection", "XSectionType:=",  _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"None", "XSectionOrient:=", "Auto", "XSectionWidth:=", "0mm", 

"XSectionHeight:=",  _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"0mm", "XSectionNumSegments:=", "0", "XSectionBendType:=", 

"Corner")), Array("NAME:Attributes", "Name:=",  _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Polyline1", "Flags:=", "", "Color:=", "(132 132 193)", 

"Transparency:=", 0, "PartCoordinateSystem:=",  _\n'); 

     

    fprintf(fid, '"Global", "MaterialValue:=", "" & Chr(34) & "vacuum" & Chr(34) & 

"", "SolveInside:=",true) _\n'); 

    l = l + 2; 

    m = m + 2; 

     

fprintf(fid, '\n'); 

  

end 

  

% TRANSPOSED SEGMENT (WITH WIDTH) 
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[r,c] = size(y_transp); 

l = 1; 

m = 2; 

  

%Create lines 

for i=1:c/2 

    x1 = y_transp(1,l); 

    y1 = y_transp(2,l); 

    x2 = y_transp(1,m); 

    y2 = y_transp(2,m); 

    fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreatePolyline Array("NAME:PolylineParameters", 

"IsPolylineCovered:=", true, "IsPolylineClosed:=",false, _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:PolylinePoints", Array("NAME:PLPoint",  _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"X:=",  "%f%s",_\n',x1,'mm'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Y:=", "%f%s",_\n',y1,'mm'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Z:=","0mm"), _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:PLPoint", _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"X:=",  "%f%s",_\n',x2,'mm'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Y:=", "%f%s",_\n',y2,'mm'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Z:=", "0mm")), _\n'); 

     

    fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:PolylineSegments", Array("NAME:PLSegment", 

"SegmentType:=",_\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Line", "StartIndex:=", 0, "NoOfPoints:=", 2)),   _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:PolylineXSection", "XSectionType:=",  _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"None", "XSectionOrient:=", "Auto", "XSectionWidth:=", "0mm", 

"XSectionHeight:=",  _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"0mm", "XSectionNumSegments:=", "0", "XSectionBendType:=", 

"Corner")), Array("NAME:Attributes", "Name:=",  _\n'); 

    fprintf(fid, '"Polyline1", "Flags:=", "", "Color:=", "(132 132 193)", 

"Transparency:=", 0, "PartCoordinateSystem:=",  _\n'); 

     

    fprintf(fid, '"Global", "MaterialValue:=", "" & Chr(34) & "vacuum" & Chr(34) & 

"", "SolveInside:=",true) _\n'); 

    l = l + 2; 

    m = m + 2; 

     

fprintf(fid, '\n'); 

  

end 

  

%Determines the number of poly_lines: 

Poly_lines=(c/2)*3; 

  

%To unite the lines: 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.Unite Array("NAME:Selections", "Selections:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"Polyline1"'); 

  

for i=1:Poly_lines-1 

    fprintf(fid, '&",Polyline1_%i"',i); 

   

end 

fprintf(fid, ') _\n'); 

  

fprintf(fid, ', Array("NAME:UniteParameters", "KeepOriginals:=", false) \n'); 

  

  

%Changes name to Patch_antenna: 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.ChangeProperty Array("NAME:AllTabs", 

Array("NAME:Geometry3DAttributeTab", Array("NAME:PropServers",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"Polyline1"), Array("NAME:ChangedProps", Array("NAME:Name", "Value:=", 

"Patch_antenna"))))\n'); 

  

  

%Rotates the figure; 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.Rotate Array("NAME:Selections", "Selections:=", 

"Patch_antenna", "NewPartsModelFlag:=",  _\n'); 
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fprintf(fid, '"Model"), Array("NAME:RotateParameters", "RotateAxis:=", "Z", 

"RotateAngle:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"-30deg")\n'); 

  

  

%Moves all the fractal to a point where it could be appropriate for the 

%feed line: 

x1 = mirror1(1,1); 

y1 = mirror1(2,1); 

x2 = mirror1(1,2); 

y2 = mirror1(2,2); 

  

m_point=(L/9)*sin(pi/3); 

  

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.Move Array("NAME:Selections", "Selections:=", "Patch_antenna", 

"NewPartsModelFlag:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"Model"), Array("NAME:TranslateParameters", _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"TranslateVectorX:=", "%f%s", _\n', -m_point , 'mm'); 

fprintf(fid, '"TranslateVectorY:=", "0mm", "TranslateVectorZ:=", "0mm")\n'); 

  

%Cover the surface faces of the fractal: 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CoverLines Array("NAME:Selections", "Selections:=", 

"Patch_antenna", "NewPartsModelFlag:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"Model")\n'); 

  

  

%CREATES THE VARIABLES: 

  

%Creates 'width_feed_line' variable 

fprintf(fid, 'oDesign.ChangeProperty Array("NAME:AllTabs", 

Array("NAME:LocalVariableTab",Array("NAME:PropServers",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"LocalVariables"), Array("NAME:NewProps",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:width_feed_line", "PropType:=", "VariableProp", 

"UserDef:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'true, "Value:=", "%f%s"))))\n', W0, 'mm'); 

  

%Creates 'Length_feed_line' variable 

fprintf(fid, 'oDesign.ChangeProperty Array("NAME:AllTabs", 

Array("NAME:LocalVariableTab",Array("NAME:PropServers",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"LocalVariables"), Array("NAME:NewProps",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:Length_feed_line", "PropType:=", "VariableProp", 

"UserDef:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'true, "Value:=", "%f%s"))))\n', L0, 'mm'); 

  

 

%Creates 'lambda' variable 

fprintf(fid, 'oDesign.ChangeProperty Array("NAME:AllTabs", 

Array("NAME:LocalVariableTab",Array("NAME:PropServers",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"LocalVariables"), Array("NAME:NewProps",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:lambda", "PropType:=", "VariableProp", "UserDef:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'true, "Value:=", "%f%s"))))\n', lambda, 'mm'); 

  

%Creates 'width_substrate' variable 

fprintf(fid, 'oDesign.ChangeProperty Array("NAME:AllTabs", 

Array("NAME:LocalVariableTab",Array("NAME:PropServers",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"LocalVariables"), Array("NAME:NewProps",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:width_substrate", "PropType:=", "VariableProp", 

"UserDef:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'true, "Value:=", "%f%s"))))\n', L+L*0.05, 'mm'); 

  

%Distance from one peak of the fractal to the other peak: 

L_peak=L*sin(pi/3)+(L/3)*sin(pi/3); 

  

%Creates 'Length_substrate' variable 

fprintf(fid, 'oDesign.ChangeProperty Array("NAME:AllTabs", 

Array("NAME:LocalVariableTab",Array("NAME:PropServers",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"LocalVariables"), Array("NAME:NewProps",_\n'); 
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fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:Length_substrate", "PropType:=", "VariableProp", 

"UserDef:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'true, "Value:=", "%f%s"))))\n', L0+L_peak-m_point+L*0.025, 'mm'); 

  

%Creates 'h' variable 

fprintf(fid, 'oDesign.ChangeProperty Array("NAME:AllTabs", 

Array("NAME:LocalVariableTab",Array("NAME:PropServers",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"LocalVariables"), Array("NAME:NewProps",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:h", "PropType:=", "VariableProp", "UserDef:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'true, "Value:=", "%f%s"))))\n', h, 'mm'); 

  

%Creates 'width_triangle' variable 

fprintf(fid, 'oDesign.ChangeProperty Array("NAME:AllTabs", 

Array("NAME:LocalVariableTab",Array("NAME:PropServers",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"LocalVariables"), Array("NAME:NewProps",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:width_triangle", "PropType:=", "VariableProp", 

"UserDef:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'true, "Value:=", "%f%s"))))\n', W0, 'mm'); 

  

%Creates 'Length_triangle' variable 

fprintf(fid, 'oDesign.ChangeProperty Array("NAME:AllTabs", 

Array("NAME:LocalVariableTab",Array("NAME:PropServers",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"LocalVariables"), Array("NAME:NewProps",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'Array("NAME:Length_triangle", "PropType:=", "VariableProp", 

"UserDef:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'true, "Value:=", "%f%s"))))\n', L0/8, 'mm'); 

  

%Creates box for 'susbstrate' 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreateBox Array("NAME:BoxParameters", "XPosition:=", "-

Length_feed_line", "YPosition:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"-width_substrate/2", "ZPosition:=", "0mm", "XSize:=", 

"Length_substrate", "YSize:=", "width_substrate", "ZSize:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"-h"), Array("NAME:Attributes", "Name:=", "substrate", "Flags:=", "", 

"Color:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"(132 132 193)", "Transparency:=", 0, "PartCoordinateSystem:=", 

"Global", "MaterialValue:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"" & Chr(34) & "vacuum" & Chr(34) & "", "SolveInside:=", true)\n'); 

  

%Transparency to substrate: 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.ChangeProperty Array("NAME:AllTabs", 

Array("NAME:Geometry3DAttributeTab", Array("NAME:PropServers",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"substrate"), Array("NAME:ChangedProps", Array("NAME:Transparent", 

"Value:=", 0.6))))\n'); 

  

  

%Creates Rectangle for 'feed line' 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreateRectangle Array("NAME:RectangleParameters", 

"IsCovered:=", true, "XStart:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"-Length_feed_line", "YStart:=", "-width_feed_line/2", "ZStart:=", 

"0mm", "Width:=", "Length_feed_line", "Height:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"width_feed_line", "WhichAxis:=", "Z"), Array("NAME:Attributes", 

"Name:=", "feed_line", "Flags:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"", "Color:=", "(132 132 193)", "Transparency:=", 0, 

"PartCoordinateSystem:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"Global", "MaterialValue:=", "" & Chr(34) & "vacuum" & Chr(34) & "", 

"SolveInside:=", true)\n'); 

  

%Unites 'Feed line & antenna patch' 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.Unite Array("NAME:Selections", "Selections:=", 

"Patch_antenna,feed_line"), Array("NAME:UniteParameters", "KeepOriginals:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'false)\n');   

  

 

 

%Creates Triangle 1 for change of feed line 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreatePolyline Array("NAME:PolylineParameters", 

"IsPolylineCovered:=", true, "IsPolylineClosed:=",  _\n'); 
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fprintf(fid, '  true, Array("NAME:PolylinePoints", Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", "-

Length_triangle", "Y:=", "-width_feed_line/2", "Z:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", "0mm", "Y:=", "-

width_triangle/2", "Z:=", "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0mm", "Y:=", "0mm", "Z:=", "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", "-

Length_triangle", "Y:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "-width_feed_line/2", "Z:=", "0mm")), Array("NAME:PolylineSegments", 

Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 0, "NoOfPoints:=", 2), 

Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 1, "NoOfPoints:=", 2), 

Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 2, "NoOfPoints:=", 2)), 

Array("NAME:PolylineXSection", "XSectionType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "None", "XSectionOrient:=", "Auto", "XSectionWidth:=", "0mm", 

"XSectionHeight:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0mm", "XSectionNumSegments:=", "0", "XSectionBendType:=", 

"Corner")), Array("NAME:Attributes", "Name:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Triangle_1", "Flags:=", "", "Color:=", "(132 132 193)", 

"Transparency:=", 0, "PartCoordinateSystem:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Global", "MaterialValue:=", "" & Chr(34) & "vacuum" & Chr(34) & "", 

"SolveInside:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  true)\n'); 

  

%Creates Triangle 2 for change of feed line 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreatePolyline Array("NAME:PolylineParameters", 

"IsPolylineCovered:=", true, "IsPolylineClosed:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  true, Array("NAME:PolylinePoints", Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", "-

Length_triangle", "Y:=", "width_feed_line/2", "Z:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", "0mm", "Y:=", 

"width_triangle/2", "Z:=", "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0mm", "Y:=", "0mm", "Z:=", "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", "-

Length_triangle", "Y:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "width_feed_line/2", "Z:=", "0mm")), Array("NAME:PolylineSegments", 

Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 0, "NoOfPoints:=", 2), 

Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 1, "NoOfPoints:=", 2), 

Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 2, "NoOfPoints:=", 2)), 

Array("NAME:PolylineXSection", "XSectionType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "None", "XSectionOrient:=", "Auto", "XSectionWidth:=", "0mm", 

"XSectionHeight:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0mm", "XSectionNumSegments:=", "0", "XSectionBendType:=", 

"Corner")), Array("NAME:Attributes", "Name:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Triangle_2", "Flags:=", "", "Color:=", "(132 132 193)", 

"Transparency:=", 0, "PartCoordinateSystem:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Global", "MaterialValue:=", "" & Chr(34) & "vacuum" & Chr(34) & "", 

"SolveInside:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  true)\n'); 

  

%Unites 'Patch_antenna & Triangle_1, Triangle_2' 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.Unite Array("NAME:Selections", "Selections:=", 

"Patch_antenna,Triangle_1,Triangle_2"), Array("NAME:UniteParameters", 

"KeepOriginals:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'false)\n');  

  

%Creates Contra-Triangle1 to change feed line: 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreatePolyline Array("NAME:PolylineParameters", 

"IsPolylineCovered:=", true, "IsPolylineClosed:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  true, Array("NAME:PolylinePoints", Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", "-

Length_triangle", "Y:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "-width_feed_line*100", "Z:=", "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", 

"-Length_triangle", "Y:=", "-width_feed_line/2", "Z:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", "0mm", "Y:=", "-

width_triangle/2", "Z:=",  _\n'); 
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fprintf(fid, '  "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", "0mm", "Y:=", "-

width_feed_line*100", "Z:=", "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "-Length_triangle", "Y:=", "-width_feed_line*100", "Z:=", "0mm")), 

Array("NAME:PolylineSegments", Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 0, "NoOfPoints:=", 2), 

Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 1, "NoOfPoints:=", 2), 

Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 2, "NoOfPoints:=", 2), 

Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 3, "NoOfPoints:=", 2)), 

Array("NAME:PolylineXSection", "XSectionType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "None", "XSectionOrient:=", "Auto", "XSectionWidth:=", "0mm", 

"XSectionHeight:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0mm", "XSectionNumSegments:=", "0", "XSectionBendType:=", 

"Corner")), Array("NAME:Attributes", "Name:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "c_Triangle_1", "Flags:=", "", "Color:=", "(132 132 193)", 

"Transparency:=", 0, "PartCoordinateSystem:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Global", "MaterialValue:=", "" & Chr(34) & "vacuum" & Chr(34) & "", 

"SolveInside:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  true)\n'); 

  

  

%Creates Contra-Triangle2 to change feed line: 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreatePolyline Array("NAME:PolylineParameters", 

"IsPolylineCovered:=", true, "IsPolylineClosed:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  true, Array("NAME:PolylinePoints", Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", "-

Length_triangle", "Y:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "width_feed_line*100", "Z:=", "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", 

"-Length_triangle", "Y:=", "width_feed_line/2", "Z:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", "0mm", "Y:=", 

"width_triangle/2", "Z:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=", "0mm", "Y:=", 

"width_feed_line*100", "Z:=", "0mm"), Array("NAME:PLPoint", "X:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "-Length_triangle", "Y:=", "width_feed_line*100", "Z:=", "0mm")), 

Array("NAME:PolylineSegments", Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 0, "NoOfPoints:=", 2), 

Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 1, "NoOfPoints:=", 2), 

Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 2, "NoOfPoints:=", 2), 

Array("NAME:PLSegment", "SegmentType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Line", "StartIndex:=", 3, "NoOfPoints:=", 2)), 

Array("NAME:PolylineXSection", "XSectionType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "None", "XSectionOrient:=", "Auto", "XSectionWidth:=", "0mm", 

"XSectionHeight:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0mm", "XSectionNumSegments:=", "0", "XSectionBendType:=", 

"Corner")), Array("NAME:Attributes", "Name:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "c_Triangle_2", "Flags:=", "", "Color:=", "(132 132 193)", 

"Transparency:=", 0, "PartCoordinateSystem:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Global", "MaterialValue:=", "" & Chr(34) & "vacuum" & Chr(34) & "", 

"SolveInside:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  true)\n'); 

  

%Thickness Contra T1 and T2: 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.ThickenSheet Array("NAME:Selections", "Selections:=", 

"c_Triangle_2", "NewPartsModelFlag:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Model"), Array("NAME:SheetThickenParameters", "Thickness:=", 

"0.01mm", "BothSides:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  false)\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.ThickenSheet Array("NAME:Selections", "Selections:=", 

"c_Triangle_1", "NewPartsModelFlag:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "Model"), Array("NAME:SheetThickenParameters", "Thickness:=", "-

0.01mm", "BothSides:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  false)\n'); 

  

%Creates Rectangle for 'Ground' 
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fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreateRectangle Array("NAME:RectangleParameters", 

"IsCovered:=", true, "XStart:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"-Length_feed_line", "YStart:=", "-width_substrate/2", "ZStart:=", "-

h", "Width:=", "Length_feed_line", "Height:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"width_substrate", "WhichAxis:=", "Z"), Array("NAME:Attributes", 

"Name:=", "Ground", "Flags:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"", "Color:=", "(132 132 193)", "Transparency:=", 0, 

"PartCoordinateSystem:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"Global", "MaterialValue:=", "" & Chr(34) & "vacuum" & Chr(34) & "", 

"SolveInside:=", true)\n'); 

  

%Transparency to 'Ground': 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.ChangeProperty Array("NAME:AllTabs", 

Array("NAME:Geometry3DAttributeTab", Array("NAME:PropServers",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"Ground"), Array("NAME:ChangedProps", Array("NAME:Transparent", 

"Value:=", 0.45))))\n'); 

  

%Create rectangle for 'Port' 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreateRectangle Array("NAME:RectangleParameters", 

"IsCovered:=", true, "XStart:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"-Length_feed_line", "YStart:=", "-width_feed_line/2", "ZStart:=", 

"0mm", "Width:=", "width_feed_line", "Height:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"-h", "WhichAxis:=", "X"), Array("NAME:Attributes", "Name:=", "port", 

"Flags:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"", "Color:=", "(132 132 193)", "Transparency:=", 0, 

"PartCoordinateSystem:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"Global", "MaterialValue:=", "" & Chr(34) & "vacuum" & Chr(34) & "", 

"SolveInside:=", true)\n'); 

  

 

%Creates air box 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreateBox Array("NAME:BoxParameters", "XPosition:=", "-

Length_feed_line-lambda/2", "YPosition:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"-width_substrate/2-lambda/2", "ZPosition:=", "-h-lambda/2", 

"XSize:=", "lambda+Length_substrate", "YSize:=", "width_substrate+lambda", 

"ZSize:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"lambda+h"), Array("NAME:Attributes", "Name:=", "Air_box", "Flags:=", 

"", "Color:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"(132 132 193)", "Transparency:=", 0, "PartCoordinateSystem:=", 

"Global", "MaterialValue:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"" & Chr(34) & "vacuum" & Chr(34) & "", "SolveInside:=", true)\n'); 

  

%Transparency to 'air box': 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.ChangeProperty Array("NAME:AllTabs", 

Array("NAME:Geometry3DAttributeTab", Array("NAME:PropServers",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"Air_box"), Array("NAME:ChangedProps", Array("NAME:Transparent", 

"Value:=", 0.81))))\n'); 

  

%Assigns 'Lumped_port': 

fprintf(fid, 'oModule.AssignLumpedPort Array("NAME:Lumped_port", "Objects:=", 

Array("port"), "RenormalizeAllTerminals:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  true, Array("NAME:Modes", Array("NAME:Mode1", "ModeNum:=", 1, 

"UseIntLine:=", true, Array("NAME:IntLine", "Start:=", Array( _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "%f%s"', -L0, 'mm'); 

fprintf(fid, '  , "0mm", _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "%f%s"', -h, 'mm'); 

fprintf(fid, '  ), "End:=", Array(_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "%f%s"', -L0, 'mm'); 

fprintf(fid, '  , "0mm",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0mm")), "CharImp:=", "Zpi", "RenormImp:=", "50ohm")), 

"ShowReporterFilter:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  false, "ReporterFilter:=", Array(true), "FullResistance:=", "50ohm", 

"FullReactance:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0ohm")\n'); 

  

%Thickness Ground % Antenna patch: 
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fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.ThickenSheet Array("NAME:Selections", "Selections:=", 

"Ground,Patch_antenna", "NewPartsModelFlag:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"Model"), Array("NAME:SheetThickenParameters", "Thickness:=", 

"0.01mm", "BothSides:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'false)\n'); 

  

%Assigns Material (copper) to 'Ground' and 'antenna_patch': 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.AssignMaterial Array("NAME:Selections", "Selections:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"Patch_antenna,Ground"), Array("NAME:Attributes", "MaterialValue:=", 

"" & Chr(34) & "copper" & Chr(34) & "", "SolveInside:=",_\n'); 

fprintf(fid,  'false)\n'); 

  

  

%Substract the 'Triangle' to the patch (for the feed line): 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.Subtract Array("NAME:Selections", "Blank Parts:=", 

"Patch_antenna", "Tool Parts:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "c_Triangle_1,c_Triangle_2"), Array("NAME:SubtractParameters", 

"KeepOriginals:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  false)\n'); 

  

  

%Assigns Boundaries to 'Ground' and 'antenna_patch': 

fprintf(fid, 'oModule.AssignFiniteCond Array("NAME:FiniteCond1", "Objects:=", 

Array("Patch_antenna"),  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"UseMaterial:=", false, "Conductivity:=", "58000000", 

"Permeability:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"1", "Roughness:=", "0um", "UseThickness:=", false, 

"InfGroundPlane:=", false)\n'); 

  

fprintf(fid, 'oModule.AssignFiniteCond Array("NAME:FiniteCond2", "Objects:=", 

Array("Ground"),  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"UseMaterial:=", false, "Conductivity:=", "58000000", 

"Permeability:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"1", "Roughness:=", "0um", "UseThickness:=", false, 

"InfGroundPlane:=", false)\n'); 

  

%Assigns 'radiation boundary' to Box: 

fprintf(fid, 'oModule.AssignRadiation Array("NAME:Rad1", "Objects:=", 

Array("Air_box"), "IsIncidentField:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'false, "IsEnforcedField:=", false, "IsFssReference:=", false, 

"IsForPML:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'false, "IncludeInPostproc:=", true)\n'); 

  

%Assigns material to substrate: 

fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.AssignMaterial Array("NAME:Selections", "Selections:=", 

"substrate"), Array("NAME:Attributes", "MaterialValue:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '"" & Chr(34) & "FR4_epoxy" & Chr(34) & "", "SolveInside:=", true)\n'); 

  

%To define the SETUP: 

fprintf(fid, 'Set oModule = oDesign.GetModule("AnalysisSetup")\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'oModule.InsertSetup "HfssDriven", Array("NAME:Setup1", "Frequency:=", 

"2.41GHz", "PortsOnly:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  false, "MaxDeltaS:=", 0.02, "UseMatrixConv:=", false, 

"MaximumPasses:=", 6, "MinimumPasses:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  1, "MinimumConvergedPasses:=", 1, "PercentRefinement:=", 30, 

"IsEnabled:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  true, "BasisOrder:=", 1, "UseIterativeSolver:=", false, 

"DoLambdaRefine:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  true, "DoMaterialLambda:=", true, "SetLambdaTarget:=", false, 

"Target:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  0.3333, "UseMaxTetIncrease:=", false, "MaxTetIncrease:=", 100000, 

"PortAccuracy:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  2, "UseABCOnPort:=", false, "SetPortMinMaxTri:=", false, 

"EnableSolverDomains:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  false, "ThermalFeedback:=", false, "UsingNumSolveSteps:=", 0, 

"ConstantDelta:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0s", "NumberSolveSteps:=", 1)\n'); 
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fprintf(fid, 'oModule.InsertFrequencySweep "Setup1", Array("NAME:Sweep1", 

"IsEnabled:=", true, "SetupType:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "LinearStep", "StartValue:=", "1GHz", "StopValue:=", "10GHz", 

"StepSize:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  "0.1GHz", "Type:=", "Fast", "SaveFields:=", true, 

"GenerateFieldsForAllFreqs:=",  _\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '  true, "ExtrapToDC:=", false)\n'); 

  

fprintf(fid, '\n'); 

  

%------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

% Auxiliary function: 

% This function determines the length and width of the microstrip line based 

% on the operating frequency, permittivity and height of the substrate. 

function [W,L,W0,L0,h,lambda]=snowflake_antenna_parameters(er,fr,h)  

   

clc 

syms W0 

%Constants mu and epsilon 

mu=pi*4e-7; 

epsilon=8.854e-12; 

  

  

%To calculate W, eff, and deltaL; 

  

W = (1/(2*fr*sqrt(mu*epsilon)))*sqrt(2/(er+1)); 

  

eff = (er+1)/2+((er-1)/2)/(sqrt(1+12*h/W)); 

  

deltaL = h*0.412*((eff+0.3)*(W/h+0.264))/((eff-0.258)*(W/h+0.8)); 

  

L=1/(2*fr*sqrt(eff)*sqrt(mu*epsilon))-2*deltaL; 

  

Leff=L+2*deltaL;  

  

%milimeters 

W=W*10^3; 

L=L*10^3; 

  

W_0=solve(120*pi/(sqrt(eff)*(W0/h+1.393+0.667*log(W0/h+1.444)))-50,W0); 

  

W0=eval(W_0)*10^3; 

L0=(L/(h*10^3))/3; 

  

lambda=(3*10^8/fr)*10^3; 

h=h*10^3; 

  

 

%-------------------------------------------------------- 

End of File 
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